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The French American literature has an exceptional pedigree and Quebec indisputably 
proves to be the jewel. The descendants of Pierre MIVILLE said THE SWISS and Charlotte 
MAUGIS rightly boast of a family history amongst the richest. However, everything has not 
been said and many significant discoveries remain to be made. 
 
Genealogy progresses at the pace of scientific discoveries and technological advances. 
Masterfully propelled by Cyprien Tanguay a century and a half ago, the national genealogy 
research progresses under increasingly sophisticated information technology. Our access to 
information resources is not commensurate with the experience of previous generations. 
 
The computer revolution has been a challenge for many researchers from the old school. 
Despite some initial reluctance, the computer quickly became indispensable in genealogy. 
The computer and the Internet have increased the scope of genealogical research 
exponentially. No one regrets now the development of these new tools. 
 
A new scientific revolution is underway. The frequency of the word DNA in the language of 
everyday makes it evident. The spectacular advances in genomics redefine genealogy giving 
it a remarkable experimental dimension. Research in family history is becoming more 
accurate than ever. 
 
The ancestors Pierre MIVILLE and Charlotte MAUGIS crossed the Atlantic in order to build 
the New World. The Association Les Descendants de Pierre Miville honors them by being a 
pioneer in Quebec of this new revolution. In close collaboration with the French Heritage 
DNA Project (DNSFH), the Association became interested in the establishment of ancestral 
DNA signatures of its founding couple. 
 
Genomics teaches that the Y chromosome, carried by males, has a biological signature that 
remains about the same from father to son over the centuries. This means that the Y 
chromosome behaves as the family name in our historical tradition. The Y chromosome and 
surname are two faithful companions, a correlation invaluable for any research in family 
and demographic history. 
 
Several patronymic descendants of two different sons of Pierre MIVILLE said THE SWISS, 
lent themselves to the exercise of the DNA test. Two of these descendants are committed 
through the Association. The results were unequivocal and by a simple saliva gift, these 
descendants helped to identify and establish the YDNA signature of their biological heritage. 
 
A DNA signature results in a sequence of digital values, somewhat in the manner of a 
barcode. Now, thanks to the ancestral DNA signature, any male descendant of Pierre 
MIVILLE can validate his documentary ancestry by comparing his own YDNA signature to 
that of the inferred pioneer. 
 
This signature of pioneer Pierre MIVILLE said THE SWISS was entered in the catalog of 
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(http://www.miroise.org/triangulations/FICHETRI0100.HTML). It is there in the company 
of Charlotte MAUGIS's, from whom many descendants had allowed the establishment of the 
signature under the guidance of the French Heritage DNA Project. As luck would have it, the 
DNA signature of Charlotte MAUGIS is already known. It was therefore enough for Les 
Descendants de Pierre Miville to establish the pioneer signature in order to complete the 
pair. 
 
If ancestral Y-DNA signatures simply follow the trail of the last name, the inherited 
signatures of female pioneers as Charlotte MAUGIS however present a different challenge. 
Female ancestral signatures are identified by the mitochondria, a cell element transmitted 
from mother to children. Only the girls however show it thereafter. We must therefore 
follow the maternal line to trace its origin. 
 
Comparable to the Y chromosome, mitochondrial has a constant identity over the centuries. 
This feature makes it valuable for genealogical study of women. The onomastic tradition 
makes the matrilineage name changes with each generation. This reason explains the low 
visibility of matrilineal descent, traditionally left in the shadows of patronymic genealogy. 
However genetic genealogy comes to restore balance and sits on a scientific basis the part of 
women, particularly in the founding couples. 
 
The couple's children of Pierre MIVILLE and Charlotte MAUGIS perpetuated the DNA 
signatures of their parents. The boys wore that of both parents but transmitted only the Y 
chromosome (Y-DNA) to the next male generation, while girls transmitted to their children 
the mitochondria (mtDNA) that we now find in all those whose chain of mothers leads to 
Charlotte MAUGIS. 
 
Pierre MIVILLE and Charlotte MAUGIS are only the second couple of the founder population 
in New France whose DNA signatures are known. They came in shortly after the couple 
Marin Boucher and Perrine Mallet, whose signatures were the result of individual 
initiatives. Les Descendants de Pierre Miville can still boast of being the first from a 
Quebec family association to successfully engage in genetic genealogy and to claim 
possession of the signatures of its two ancestors. 
 
Any association has to decide whether or not to join the name of the female pioneer to the 
name of the male pioneer: Pierre MIVILLE with or without Charlotte MAUGIS? Each 
association receives highly distinctive patri- and matrilineal lineages. It is up to each 
association to select; but could we not believe that adding the wife under an association 
would be relevant? The gesture would promote genealogical research matrilineage and the 
number of interested people would double immediately. In short, we must see the 
matrilineage DNA identification as a remarkable gain of genetic genealogy. 
 
Now that the DNA identity of the pioneer Pierre MIVILLE said THE SWISS is known, the 
biggest challenge is to answer the question that has tormented genealogists for ages: how to 
prove that the roots of the ancestor Pierre are indeed in Switzerland? 
 
The literature has not given anything in this regard. DNA genealogy could however have the 
last word and if a Swiss carrier named (DE)MI(E)VILLE had a DNA signature consistent 
with that of the pioneer Pierre MIVILLE ? This is what it is desired to demonstrate: the proof 
would then have been made. Hunting (DE)MI(E)VILLE in Switzerland is opened. 


